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On Ski Safari in Vorarlberg 
 

With a professional guide on tour, off-piste and on the slopes: The adventurous ski safaris 

promise to experience the holiday regions of Vorarlberg in a varied way and in one tour, even 

cross-border. 

 

With the cable car up to the mountain, with skis to the summit and with a long descent back to 

the valley, where another transport service is waiting to take the ski enthusiasts to the next 

starting point in a pleasurable break - that is the special thing about a ski safari. True to this 

principle, however, every ski safari is unique and offers different experiences and unforgettable 

moments. In Vorarlberg guests can experience the Montafon, the Kleinwalsertal with the 

Bregenzerwald as well as for children the ski resort Golm in Montafon on a ski safari. In addition, 

Ski Ride Vorarlberg offers a one-week tour on skis through the whole of Vorarlberg. 

 
Madrisa Circuit in Montafon 

To Switzerland and back: that is what guests can experience with the border–crossing, technically 

undemanding and guided day tour. Starting point of the Madrisa Circuit ski tour is the valley 

station of Gargellen cableway in Montafon. During the seven-hour tour, skiers and snowboarders 

will marvel at stunning natural scenery and enjoy fantastic descents on varied slopes. In between, 

participants take public transportation to Klosters in Switzerland, from where they cross the 

Schlappiner Joch and ski back to Gargellen in Montafon.  

 
Ski Safari in and around Kleinwalsertal 

The Ski Safari Kleinwalsertal starts with a ride with the Ifenbahn cableway to the mountain 

station. From there, participants delightfully mount to Hahnenköpfle followed by a long descent 

to Schönenbach in Bregenzerwald. The tour continues by skidoo to Bizau and then by taxi to 

Hochkrumbach, where guests can relax and enjoy the winter landscape of Bregenzerwald. The last 

ascent will take guests to the Widdersteinhütte hut in Warth am Arlberg, before descending to 

Gemsteltal or Bärgunttal in Kleinwalsertal. 

 
Ski Safari for Children at Golm in Montafon 

A fun-filled, action-packed day awaits ski kids at the ski safari in the ski resort Golm. The 

adventurous tour accompanied by a trained ski instructor from ski school Golm starts with a 

downhill run in deep powder, followed by exciting storytelling and riddle-solving. Afterwards the 

kids can revive in a break with barbecue in the winterly forest. Fortified by a hearty bite, the party 

returns to the point of departure. To be able to participate, kids must have mastered the parallel 

turn. 
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Ski Ride Vorarlberg 

Ski Ride Vorarlberg is a guided tour of Vorarlberg in which guests can explore Vorarlberg within 

one week on skis in the company of an expert. On seven days, the tour takes skiers across ski 

areas and into open terrain, from Kleinwalsertal in the north to Montafon in the south. Every day, 

the party discovers new views of Vorarlberg. The landscape and the views change from one valley 

to the next. Despite the geographical vicinity, the architecture, the dialects and the regional 

dishes differ. Ski Ride Vorarlberg can be booked for groups of no more than six, dates by prior 

appointment. The package includes accommodation and an experienced guide as well as ski 

passes, transfers and transport of luggage. 

 
Inspired? Find more information about skiing in Vorarlberg here: 

www.vorarlberg.travel/en/skiing-vorarlberg  
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